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Features

Square leg design

Telescopic frame

AFRDI Certifed

Green Tag Certified

Made in Australia

Compatible with all Burgtec Screens

Fixed Height: 720mmH

Height Range: 600 - 1250mmH

Speed: 36mm/s unloaded

Weight rating: Straight |120kg, Corner | 150kg

Height Range: 620 - 950mmH (Increments)

Electric:

Tech Adjust:

Finishes

Frame available in black or white powdercoat

Worktops available in standard melamine range

Upholstered Screens available in house fabric

range

Acoustic Screens available in house acoustic range

Custom finishes available upon request

Shoot straight.
Strata SQ is a collection of desk systems that deliver

the ultimate in choice, versatility, and affordable style

for the modern workplace. 

The range is the new and easy way to create a truly

flexible and agile workspaces with the confidence of

Strata quality.

STRATA SQ

https://burgtec.com/categories/screens/


CONFIGURATIONS | DIMENSIONS

LINEAR

SINGLE BACK-TO-BACK
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WORKTOP SIZES (mm)



CONFIGURATIONS | DIMENSIONS

CORNER - 90°

WORKTOP SIZES (mm)
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SINGLE BACK-TO-BACK

4-WAY 4-WAY QUADRANT



CONFIGURATIONS | DIMENSIONS

CORNER - 120°

WORKTOP SIZES (mm)
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SINGLE BACK-TO-BACK

3-WAY 3-WAY QUADRANT



CABLE MANAGEMENT
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DESK TO TRAY RETICULATION

HORIZONTAL RETICULATION

VERTICAL RETICULATION

CABLE SOCK

STANDARD CABLE TRAY BASIC CABLE BASKET

POWER POLE UMBILICAL
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Laminate Surfaces

Chrome, Anodised, Polished or

Powdercoated Metal Surfaces

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm water. Neutral

diluted detergent may also be used with lukewarm water. Strong detergents

which contain bleach, acid or have an abrasive effect (such as scouring

creams) should be avoided.

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm soapy water.

Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an abrasive effect

(such as scouring creams) should be avoided. Sponges and scourers made

from synthetic fibres or metal which may leave permanent scratches on the

surfaces should also be avoided. Ensure product is dried with clean fibre-

free cloth after washing. 

Fabric

For a general clean, regular dusting and vacuuming removes any loose

particles and stops dirt from entering the weave and breaking down the

fibres. When necessary, the upholstery should be gently wiped with a clean

cloth, dampened with warm soapy water. Immediately dry with a clean and

dry non-abrasive cloth. Do not use strong or abrasive cleaning fluids or

detergents, as these may affect the colour and finish of the fabric.

Upholstery can be professionally dry-cleaned if required. For best care and

maintenance results please follow manufacturer’s instructions

Strata 360 Workstations offer 10 Year Warranty. Burgtec promises the

original purchaser, at our option, to repair or replace any of the said

product or component thereof, subject to normal commercial use, that is

defective in material or workmanship for the time period offered on the

product from date of purchase. To view the full warranty statement for Strata

360 please go to burgtec.com/strata-360.

Warranty Information
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